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The brand's  pairings  show its  Cognac's  compatibility with Californian flavors , as  Michelin-level chefs  forage and turn to local food for the
programming. Image courtesy of The Harbor House Inn and Matt Morris

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

French Cognac brand Rmy Martin is teaming up with the Michelin Guide, tapping sustainably-minded chefs in new
programming.

Stepping into the world of the locavore movement, Rmy Martin explores the possibilities of local eating with the
award-winning chefs leading the way. Together, the culinary figures and the brand discover the ways in which the
Cognac compliments the land around them in a pairing series.

"The locavore movement is choosing local and sustainable food over foods that are grown elsewhere and shipped
in," said Matthew Kammerer, executive chef at The Harbor House Inn, Elk, California.

"When possible this is a better solution that will reduce your carbon footprint and can have a better nutritional value."

Land-based eating
Delving into the ingredients of California, the Cognac brand asks the chefs to pair the product with creations made
from their local flora and fauna.

Chef Matthew Kammerer, recipient of two Michelin stars and a Michelin Green Star, turned to the sea.

Rmy Martin Sustainable Pairing Series x Matthew Kammerer Partnership

Describing his food as "a direct reflection of our surrounding area," Mr. Kammerer's cooking is deeply rooted in the
local environment a place defined by rocky shores, seaweed bed, hardy trees and meadows.

When his customers eat his food, they can taste the salty winds and sweetness of the grassy fields. They can taste the
woods and seas and ranches.

That is the magic of localized eating it allows the eater to become a part of the land; to experience their local
ecosystems on a more intimate level.
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The brand's  highlighting of foraging presents  a s trong level of dedication to sus tainable eating. Image courtesy of The Harbor House Inn and Matt
Morris

It is  for this reason that the locavore movement became so popular in the first place, as people were wanting to have
more meaningful experiences with their food. Not only that, but focusing on local ingredients comes with
sustainability benefits, as the carbon footprint is lower and local economies are supported.

With this shift away from standardized meals and the McDonaldization of food came seasonal menus and
ingredients that were grown on-site or foraged all staples of the luxury food world today.

The locavore movement is  a push to put the land on a plate, making for a more engaging eating experience. Image courtesy of The Harbor
House Inn and Matt Morris

It is  in this spirit that Mr. Kammerer created a roasted Wakame seaweed ice cream to be paired with the Cognac, the
chef seeing connections between the balance seen in both the land and drink. Together, the notes of honey in the
Cognac and the smoky taste of the oceanic ice cream created a smooth finish, bringing to life the harmonious
landscape on the eaters' palettes.

Rmy Martin also put Sonoma wine country centerstage, hosting a farm-to-table dinner with Chef Kyle Connaughton a
three-time Michelin Star recipient and winner of a Green Star. Like Chef Kammerer, he also brought his local
Californian bioregion to the table.

Rmy Martin Sustainable Pairing Series x Dessert

He worked with Rmy Martin executive chef Romuald Feger, turning to the brand's Tercet and XO Cognac for
pairings. The dinner consisted of multiple courses, the tasting menu consisting of ten plates, including duclair duck
and jus chestnut cromesqui.

The culinary masters evoked the region's springtimes, eventually pairing Rmy Martin XO with steamed spongecake
topped with apple compote, hay ice cream and miso caramel for dessert.

Sense of place
Many other luxury names are seeing the value of immersive experiences such as pairings and the use of local food.

Using regional ingredients and providing transparency around land-based practices like farming and gardening
crafts a sense of place, keeping consumers engaged and invested. It can also be grounding, feeling more personal
something that the emerging Gen Z demographic is especially responsive to.



 

Consumers  are increas ingly wanting more seasonal offerings , as  it comes  with added levels  of sus tainability and exclus ivity. Image courtesy of
The Harbor House Inn and Matt Morris

Increasingly, the market is favoring those that share the values of the youth notably, sustainability and heritage. This
makes Rmy Martin's localized pairings extremely complimentary to the current demand for brands to honor the land
and provide deeper viewing experiences in advertising.

LVMH-owned champagne house Ruinart recently showcased its own tethers to its local landscapes, presenting a
harvest docuseries (see story).

Establishing brand identity is also an added benefit of incorporating slow food and local flavors into products and
campaigns, as it shows where the brand is from. Miami cruiseline Regent Seven Seas is one of the latest luxury
names to tap into this power (see story).
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